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Good afternoon. My name Marco Ciavolino. I’ve been invited by James
O’Bryon to address the topic: “Motivating Young People to Pursue
Robotics Technology.”
I’d also like to acknowledge our sponsors and numerous people
watching via webcam from around the world.
As you’ll in a moment, I’ve worked with more than 150 children, aged 518, over the past five years in robotics research and competition.
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Why Would You Be Interested in
Teaching Young People Robotics?
Because we need bright, innovative, young engineers
to create and maintain our future technologies.
 Good engineers and technologists are raised before they are
taught. The penchant for mechanical and conceptual
disciplines comes from a lifetime of involvement.
 For the past five years we have coached robotics teams
under programs offered by FIRST.

FIRST programs grow engineers and technologists.
2

Why would you be interested in teaching young people robotics?
The reality is that good technologists are bred and cultivated. Not
starting in college, but from their earliest years.
We must cultivate interest and aptitude from the very beginning. This is
what will yield the most capable, effective professionals in engineering,
math, and science.
Our work operates through programs offered by US FIRST:
An international non-profit organization.
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Why Are You Hearing About This at NDIA?
The Programs/Products You Support Will Require
Young, Smart, Capable Engineers
 We will show a program with more than 200,000 participants
world-wide.
 We will show you a program that doubles or triples a
student’s interest in science and technology.
 We will show you a program that will bring to your future
projects the talent you need.
 Some NDIA divisions are already working with FIRST, we
need the rest of you to consider involvement.

The programs are offered through US FIRST…
What is US FIRST?
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Why are you hearing about elementary, middle, and high school
programs at this conference?
Because the programs you support will require young, smart, capable
engineers in the near future.
Today
We will show a program with more than 200,000 participants
world-wide.
We will show you a program that doubles or triples a student’s
interest in science and technology.
We will show you a program that will bring to your future projects
the talent you need.
Some NDIA divisions are already working with FIRST, we need
the rest of you to consider involvement.
The programs are offered through US FIRST…
What is US FIRST?
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What is US FIRST?
Founded by Dean Kamen
 FIRST was founded in 1989.
 To inspire young people's interest
and participation in science and
technology.
 Provides accessible, innovative
programs that motivate young
people to pursue education and
career opportunities in science,
technology, engineering, and math,
while building self-confidence,
knowledge, and life skills.
4

US FIRST started in 1989 with the help of Dean Kamen. Dean is an
extraordinary entrepreneur best know for the SEGWAY scooter.
However, Dean is a brilliant innovator with many other useful patents to
his name.
His goal was create a program where young people could have the
same kind of exciting, motivating, experience that millions of children
have every week through football, basketball, baseball, and other
competitive sports.
He wanted to bring innovative, affordable, competitive technology
programs to young people around the world and have them compete in
the world of ideas though the practical expression of robotics.
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For
Inspiration and
Recognition of
Science and
Technology

This is without a doubt
one of the most
engaging and
challenging programs
available.
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FIRST means For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology.
It’s overriding principles, demonstrated in every area of the programs
are:
Gracious professionalism, and, what you learn is more important than
what you win.
There are many good problem solving programs in the marketplace, but
this one, is without a doubt, the most engaging, challenging, program
available.
The concepts are similar to many science, technology, engineering and
math programs.
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Who is Involved?
Global Participation 2007







156,000 Students
12,000 Robots
44,000 Mentors
28,000 Event volunteers
39 Countries
1000’s of Corporate
Sponsors

Millions of lessons
learned…
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And it is not limited to a state or a country. It is global. It is huge.
With more than:
156,000 students
12,000 robots
44,000 mentors
28,000 event volunteers
39+ Countries
And 1000’s of corporate sponsors.
Though the best part is: Millions of Lessons Learned. Lessons that, as
you’ll in a few minutes, will be carried on into college and the workplace.
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What are the Programs?

For ages 5-8

Ages 7-15

Jr. High – HS

Uses the annual
theme for projectbased work.

Uses annual themes
to engage young
students in applied
research.

Uses a mechanical challenge combined with
real-world teamwork and cooperative
efforts.

Based on standard
science project
materials

Based on LEGO
Mindstorms NXT or
RCX Robotics
Systems.

Based on an advanced robotics system.

Up to 6

Up to 10

Up to 10

High School

As many as needed.
7

There are four programs in which young people can participate:
Junior FIRST LEGO League
FIRST LEGO League
FIRST Tech Challenge
And
FIRST Robotics Challenge
Let us take a quick look at each program and its features.
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What are the Programs?
JFLL: Junior FIRST LEGO League
 Based on LEGO Education Kits.
 2-6 Students.
 Thematic Challenges.
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The programs start with Junior FIRST LEGO League for ages 4+ to 8. A
team will have 2-6 students and 1 or more mentors. They will use a
range of LEGO education kits and presentation materials.
The teams will study, through science fair presentations, the annual
topic used by the FIRST LEGO League program.
Would be amazed at these kids learned. This year’s topic was “Power
Puzzle.” They studied how energy is created and used. The studied
how to improve power efficiency.
I was astounded at both of the JFLL tournaments I attended as 5,6, and
7 year olds expounded with great detail on the energy path from source
to usage, on various ways to conserve energy, and built hugely complex
models.
Again, teach interest and aptitude at an early age.
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What are the Programs?
FLL: FIRST LEGO League
 Based on LEGO Mindstorms NXT or RCX
Robotics Systems.
 4-10 Students.
 Thematic Challenges: 4 Parts.
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The next step up is FIRST LEGO League. These are teams of 2-10
children and one or more adult mentors.
They use the LEGO Mindstorms RCX or NXT robotics systems to solve
thematic challenges in four scored areas.
You need to know the LEGO robotics is far more than the bricks you
may have played with. It is a full-featured robotics system with
precision motors, optical, rotation, and sound sensors, and robust
programming environment that allows for loops, counters, variables,
and parallel processing. Sounds a lot like a the tools you may use….
They compete in four areas:
1. A teamwork interview: They are given a task to solve on the spot.
2. A technical review: How did the build their robot, what innovation did
the bring to the work?
3. A research presentation: This year they had to analyze a community
building for energy consumption and suggest improvements.
4. And finally, the big public event: The table challenge in which they
have 2.5 minutes to solve 7-9 task with autonomous robot
programming.
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What are the Programs?
FTC: FIRST Tech Challenge
 Based on advanced robotics systems.
 2-10 Students.
 Uses a mechanical challenge combined with
real-world teamwork and cooperative efforts.
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Next comes FIRST TECH Challenge. The teams have from 2-10
children and at least one adult mentor. Ages run from 14-18.
They use an advanced, free-form robotics system that allows for huge
innovations and variety.
Each year there is a challenge that focuses on strategy and materials
handling.
This year it was “Quad Quandary.” The task required them to capture
and handle PVC rings and place them on a variety of goals to score
points. Having been at 3 state tournaments I am still stunned at the
range of solutions.
This level of competition randomly pairs teams in coalitions that must
compete together with little or no time to plan. It forces them, throughout
the day, to make the kind of decisions they will have to make in real life.
Our robot won three awards this year and I have it at our booth. Come
on over and take a look.
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What are the Programs?
FRC: FIRST Robotics Competition
 Based on advanced robotics system.
 10-60 Students.
 Uses a mechanical challenge combined
with real-world teamwork and cooperative
efforts with mentors and sponsors.
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Finally we have FIRST Robotics Competition teams. This was first of
the four programs. It is a high-school level program in which teams have
6 weeks of a ‘build season’ to create a robot to solve the year’s
challenge.
The robots are large, 4-6 feet, and it is played on 27 x 54 foot field with
teams ranging from 10-60 students and multiple adult mentors.
As with FIRST Tech Challenge, there is a short autonomous period
followed by a user controlled section.
Competition is fast and furious with elegant and creative offensive,
defensive, and recovery mechanisms built into each robot.
The first three programs can be fielded for $500-2000. This is the most
expensive program typically requiring no less than $20,000 in funding.
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What are the Programs?
International Competition





10,000 students
6000 mentors
1000’s of volunteers
3 Programs
9 FLL, FTC, FRC
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And what is the end-game?
Yes, what you learn is more important than what you win.
However, if you win, each state or country sends the winners to Atlanta
for the Worlds.
We were there last year and it is hard to describe the weekend.
10,000 students from the three robotics programs along with 6000
mentors and thousands of volunteers, all competing to be the WORLD
CHAMPION in their program.
All in one large hall at the Georgia dome.
For each of the competition finals the lower deck of the main arena was
filled to capacity with screaming fans. It was as exciting as any highschool sports event I have attended.
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What are the Results of This Work?
The Numbers
 Steady Growth and Involvement

3 Years
1000 Teams

10 Years
10,000 Teams

4 Years
1200 Teams

14 Years
1400 Teams
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And what are results of this effort?
Huge growth in every program with the number of teams
doubling or tripling each year.
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What are the Results of This Work?
Colleges: More than 100 Colleges Offer Scholarships
Colorado State University-Pueblo
Arizona State University
ASME
Boston University
Clarkson University
Cleveland Institute of Art
College for Creative Studies
Colorado Technical University-Denver
Daniel Webster College
DeVry University
Drexel University
Eastern Michigan University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Ferris State University
Florida Atlantic University
Florida Institute of Technology
Georgia Institute of Technology
Grand Valley State University
Hampshire College
Henry Ford Community College
Hofstra University
Idaho State University
Illinois Institute of Technology
ITT Technical Institute (combined)
Kansas State University

Lake Superior State University
Lawrence Technological University
Marquette University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Mercedes-Benz USA LLC
Michigan State University
Michigan Technological University
New Hampshire Technical Institute
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Northeastern University
Ohio State University
Olin College of Engineering
Oregon State University
Pennsylvania College of Technology
Phil Clancy Scholarship
Polytechnic University
Purdue University/Delphi Corporation
Raytheon Company
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rochester Institute of Technology
Schoolcraft College
Society of Women Engineers
Southern California Regional Robotics
Forum
Spring Arbor University
Temple University

University of Arkansas-Little Rock
University of California-Davis
University of Central Florida
University of Delaware
University of Denver
University of Hartford
University of Illinois-Chicago
University of Kansas
University of Massachusetts Lowell
University of Michigan/Delphi
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri-Kansas City
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
University of New Hampshire
University of Rochester
University of South Carolina
University of Southern California
University of Toronto
University of Waterloo
Virginia Commonwealth University
Washington State University
Washtenaw Community College
Wayne State University
Wisconsin Lutheran College
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Kettering University
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There is a high level of confidence from the educational
community in students who have participated in FIRST
programs.
More than 100 colleges, with more being added weekly, have
committed scholarship money specifically to students who
have come up through the FIRST programs.
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What are the Results of This Work?
Over $9.5 million in scholarship funds
available to FIRST participants
10,000,000
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And we are talking about significant money.
More than $10M US will be provided through the universities in
scholarships specifically to students who have participated in
the high-school robotics programs.
Scholarships that will take what these students have learned
and help them apply it to their careers and good of our nation.
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What are the Results of This Work For Our Nation?
The Alumni
 FIRST Students vs. Comparison Group:
9 Seek Education in Science & Technology.
9 Twice as likely to major in science or engineering.
9 More than three times as likely to major specifically in
engineering.
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How about quantitative research?
A recent survey of students participating in the FIRST
Robotics Challenge yielded stunning results. I can tell you that
if you tracked our students, even in the younger programs
you’d find the same results.
They are twice as likely to seek S&T education.
They are three times as likely to major specifically in
engineering.
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What are the Results of This Work For Our Nation?
The Alumni
 Earn Career Opportunities:
9 Almost ten times more likely to have an internship.

 Expect to Pursue Science & Technology Careers:
9 More than twice as likely to pursue S&T career .
9 Nearly four times as likely to pursue career specifically in
engineering.
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And what about the workplace?
They are nearly 10 times more likely to land an internship and
two to four times more likely to pursue a career in science or
engineering.
Bottom line: The program is effective. It builds lasting interest
and aptitude.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
Our History






TechBrick was formed 2004
First competition in 2005
Growth from 20-120 members
Monthly activities
30 team participants in 2007-08
9 JFLL, FLL, & FTC

 Interest continues to grow
 Organized Maryland JFLL
Tournament
 Regional seminars on starting
a team
 First high school judges for FLL
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So how does this work at a local level? TechBrick is the name our
robotics club and we participate in numerous FIRST events.
But we do a lot more…
We formed in 2004 with 30 interested students. Out of this group came
our first competition team in the FIRST LEGO League program.
Since then we have had more than 180 students participate with 115
current active members.
We hold 7 monthly meetings covering a range of engineering and
science topics.
This year we fielded 4 teams with 30 of our children and 6 adult mentors
and we organized the Maryland Junior FIRST LEGO League
tournament.
We also lead the international initiative to have FIRST LEGO League
alumni come back as high-school age judges.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
Monthly Meetings
 More that 120 children
registered
 Builds interest for teams
 Creative exercises
9 Animation
9 Documentation Tasks
9 Boat building
9 Bridge Building
9 Guest Speakers
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Our monthly meetings are large, exciting events.
We’ve squeezed as many as 40 children into our family room to learn
stop-motion animation, learn to write good documentation, build and
test structures, and end each year with the Great LEGO Boat race in
which children are invited to build boats and race them across our pool.
There are prizes for the longest, shortest, largest, smallest, mostcolorful, and many others. But big award is the fastest. We’ve seen
weight powered boats, wind powered boats, CO2 powered boats and a
hundred other variations.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
Competition Teams: Innovative Solutions
 Light Sensor: Improved by 1200% (FLL)
9 Using a ‘Spider Man Magnifying Glass’

 Sideways Stepping Bot (FLL)
9 Drive forward, step right and left

 Torque/RPM Discoveries (FLL)
9 Design to specifications exercise

 Ball and Bar Lifting Bot (FTC)
9 Capture the primary object

 Ring Lifting Automation Device (FTC)
9 Pickup rings with materials
handling device
20

The children that move up into the competition teams have a chance to
apply innovative solutions to their challenges.
Here’s a few of the really cool solutions they’ve come up with over the
past few years.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick
State Competitions





UMBC (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
TCNJ (The College of New Jersey)
UD (University of DE)
CSM (College of Southern Maryland)
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And they’ve successfully competed with award winning efforts
in numerous state and local competitions.
These are events with 40-70 teams, 300-800 students and
numerous mentors and volunteers.
It is a chance for the teams to share from each other’s
successes and failures and see what others have learned.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
Award Winning Results

Innovate
Awards

Team
Spirit

Amaze
Award
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And they’ve won a number of key awards for the efforts.
Yes, what you learn is more important than winning, but the
awards serve as a tangible representation of their journey.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
A Robust Website with Useful Resources: TechBrick.com






Team Tips
Worksheets
Projects for group work
Photos and guidelines
Global traffic
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Like many teams, we maintain a robust website at
TechBrick.com that has 100-300 unique visitors per day from
all over the world.
Visitors download worksheets and other strategy tools and
look at the 1000’s of photos and videos we have up. It largely
stands as site that has encouraged many other teams.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
Community Service

Library Programs

Local Presentations to Sponsors

SURVICE Engineering Corporation

24

And FIRST encourages teams to get involved in the
community. Our teams have presented to our sponsors and
local organizations including our local library system and
regional technology showcases.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
Media and Fun

Adopted Team Members

Featured
in Media
25

And they have a lot of fun. We’ve been featured in local
publications and television segments.
And, along the way we’ve christened a few new friends with
our TechBrick hats.
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Real-World Results: TechBrick Robotics
Focused Children: Good for America…
 Of the 50+ children on teams over the past five years at least
half have been encouraged to pursue math, science, and
engineering studies.
 Numerous innovations in research, design, and execution.
 Lessons learned in…
9 Project Management
9 Processes
9 Teamwork
9 Implementation
9 Competition
9 Design
9 Research
26

And what are our results?
Of the 61children who have participated in on our teams more than half
are now clearly headed toward math, science, and engineering
interests.
They’ve learned real world lessons in
•Project Management, Processes, Teamwork, Implementation,
Competition, Design, and Research
Call any of our FLL or FTC kids and ask them about their guiding design
principles and they will tell you:
•Simple, Reliable, Repeatable, Precise
Ask them about project management and they will tell you:
•Propose,Test, Evaluate, Correct, Record, Repeat
Aptitude and interest throughout the course of young life will bring us
the next generation of young engineers this nation needs.
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Real World Results: Around The World
Our Experiences Have Been Repeated Around the
World
 Thousands of schools and
organizations have done
exactly the same work.
 Young engineers are now
in the workplace or on
their way to productive,
effective careers.

27

What I’ve just described to you is being repeated every year in
through out the world. I have ongoing dialogues with teams in
Europe and South America.
Many student who started in FIRST programs are now in the
workplace making a significant contribution to our efforts.
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TechBrick Robotics: Our Dream
A National Robotics Center

28

So we have an idea: To build a National Robotics Center, the
first of many, in the Aberdeen, MD Area.
There are many colleges offering excellent programs. We want
to reach kids 5-18. Again, to breed interest and aptitude at the
earliest age.
The proposed facility will have sweeping 50-70 foot high glass
face that leads into a display and interactive area. It will
feature 8 large classrooms, a competition arena, and large hall
for multi-purpose use.
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TechBrick Robotics: Our Dream
The First National Robotics Center
 A multi-use facility
9 Ongoing classes
9 Regional and national robotics competitions
9 Technology tradeshows
9 Technology meetings and conferences
9 Parties and events (themed)
9 Educator training (CEU)
9 College Internships
9 Outdoor space for large vehicles and displays
3 Robotics ‘mini-proving grounds’
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It is designed to service a wide range of technology-based
activities including:
Ongoing classes
Regional and national robotics competitions
Technology tradeshows
Technology meetings and conferences
Parties and events (themed)
Educator training (CEU)
College Internships
Outdoor space for large vehicles and displays
Robotics ‘mini-proving grounds
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How Can You Help?
These Are Some Of The Attending Companies That Are
Already Involved Nationally With FIRST…
BAE Systems
The Boeing Company
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation
Center
Northrop Grumman Corporation
General Dynamics Corporation
Lockheed Martin
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division

Aberdeen Test Center
Edwards Air Force Base
GA Tech Research Institut
Honeywell International, Inc.
Lockheed Martin
Raytheon Company
US Army
USAF

Let’s Take a Look at The Benefits of Getting Involved…
30

So let’s get down to what we are asking you to do…
Many companies in attendance are already involved with
FIRST teams. So now we’re asking the rest of you to consider
the value of doing so….
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How Can You Help?
Consider the Benefits To You and To Our Nation






Strengthens public relations and community relations.
Builds national technological literacy.
Creates an incubator for interns and future employees.
Motivates volunteer opportunities for employees.
Applied professional development for employees.
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Consider the Benefits To You and To Our Nation
Strengthens public relations and community relations.
Builds national technological literacy.
Creates an incubator for interns and future employees.
Motivates volunteer opportunities for employees.
Applied professional development for employees.
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How Can You Help?
Consider the Opportunities







Supply equipment/parts.
Offer scholarships.
Provide facilities for teams and events.
Assign mentors, volunteers, consultants.
Create internship opportunities.
Financial support.
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Consider the Opportunities
Supply equipment/parts.
Offer scholarships.
Provide facilities for teams and events.
Assign mentors, volunteers, consultants.
Create internship opportunities.
Financial support.
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How Can You Help?
Find a US FIRST team in your region and get
involved:
 Visit the US FIRST website at
www.USFIRST.org to get a full understanding
of the program.
 Be a champion for participation within your
company or association.
 Start a FIRST program in your child’s school.
 If you’re from the Aberdeen/Edgewood Area
9 Consider assisting TechBrick with a corporate
sponsorship. Visit www.techbrick.com/support
for more information.
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Here’s what we’re asking you to do:
Visit the US FIRST website at www.USFIRST.org to get a full
understanding of the program.
Be a champion for participation within your company or association.
Start a FIRST program in your child’s school.
If you’re from the Aberdeen/Edgewood Area
Consider assisting TechBrick with a corporate sponsorship. Visit
www.techbrick.com/support for more information
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Who to Contact…
 Contact Marco Ciavolino for information about The National
Robotics Center or TechBrick
(marco@techbrick.com, 410-838-8264)
 For information about involvement in FIRST nationally,
contact Cindy Randall for information.
(crandall@usfirst.org, 603-666-3906 x403)
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A Simple Way to Assist Today…
The iRobot Roomba is clearly the first successful home robot.

Stop by our booth for a chance to win a Roomba...
Keep your home or office ‘Roomba’ clean…

Make a suggested contribution
for one or more tickets. Join us
at the awards luncheon on
Wednesday for the drawing.

Our thanks to iRobot for
providing the Roomba
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